
Flight Centre are one of the world's largest travel
retailers, and they were looking for a way to
encourage people to start thinking about travel
again. The pandemic meant that many people had
put off their travel plans,  Flight Centre were
looking to showcase a variety of travel
destinations across the globe in a format that
allowed people to pick and choose which
destinations appealed to them.

A Flight Centre employee had seen Vogue's
interactive video fashion campaign, which
allowed users to shop the looks being displayed
on the virtual runway. They wanted to use a similar
concept for their next marketing campaign, but
replacing outfits with iconic travel destinations. 

Vudoo's integration with Salesforce Marketing
Cloud was another key drawcard for the Flight
Centre team. Using the integration, Flight Centre
would be able to seamlessly, and in an automated
process, retarget their users directly within the
Salesforce Marketing Cloud platform.

Discover how Flight Centre showcased some of the world's most
desirable travel destinations using interactive video.
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Showcasing the world's
most desirable travel
destinations

Flight Centre used Vudoo's interactive video
platform to build the Travel Runway campaign,
which allowed users to select a type of holiday
based on what they were looking for from their
next trip. 

Each selection meant that users were able to go on
individual journeys throughout the video, hearing
from travel experts, which were named 'designers'
to keep in line with the runway theme. Users were
then given the opportunity to book the
experiences they had viewed through clickable
calls-to-action. 

This was a truly immersive campaign, the video
included beautiful imagery and sound across the
user journey to create that lust for travel once again.
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"We do see Vudoo playing
quite an integral part in our
campaign activity in Australia,
and then for future iterations of
Travel Runway as well, because
that's not going anywhere."

23, 496 unique customers

27.3% interaction rate

6,414 unique users retargeted via

Salesforce Marketing Cloud

Case Study

Rachael Green 
Retail Advertising Leader
Flight Centre Australia

The 2021 campaign was a major success for Flight
Centre, with a 50.08% interaction rate (% of users
that interacted with the video). The average view
time was 4:59, meaning that the average customer
spent just under five minutes learning about the
various travel destinations across the globe.  

The success of the 2021 campaign meant that
Flight Centre built the 2022 Travel Runway, and the
campaign engaged their Australian email database
like never before. The eDM containing the 2022
Travel Runway was the most opened email in Flight
Centre Australia history, and it was opened 50.65%
more than the previous Runway and clicked
10.26% more than the previous Runway.
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Since its inception, Vudoo has been striving to 
transform the way the world watches videos. As 
a global pioneer of interactive video technology, 
Vudoo’s SaaS platform enables users to turn video 
content into clickable, shoppable, and measurable 
experiences.

With a presence in Australia, the US and the UK, 
Vudoo has helped major brands such as Sephora, 
Salesforce, Monash University, and the Australian 
Taxation Office create interactive videos that inform, 
educate and facilitate a deeper connection with 
their audience, empowering them to take video 
engagement to a whole new level.

Interactive video bridges the gap between 
brands and viewers by allowing you to 
embed interactivity within your videos. 
The technology transforms your video 
content into interactive experiences, 
enabling you to enrich your videos with 
clickable features that can be measured 
and optimised in real-time.

Interactive videos can include:

• Links to other content, websites or 
information boxes
• Shoppable catalogues and buttons
• Forms
• Polls and quizzes
• Choose-your-own-adventure (also 

known as branching) videos to allow 
users to choose switch between various 

storylines within the same video
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